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Unified Science and Mathematics for Elementary Schools

DESIGN LAB TECH CARDS

CARD 1 How To Hammer Nails in Straight
CARD 2 How To Nail Two Pieces of Wood Together So They Stay

Together
CARD 3 How To Put Screws in Hard-To-Get-At-Holes
CARD 4 How To Make Square Cuts With a Handsaw
CARD 5 How To Use a Hacksaw to Cut Slots in Tri-Wall
CARD 6 How To Use Hacksaw Blades To Cut Slots in Tri-Wall
CARD 7 How To Drill a Hole Straight Through a Piece of Material
CARD 8 How To Straighten Bare Wire
CARD 9 How To Put Screws into Hard Wood
CARD 10 How To Find the Right Size Drill Bit to Make Pilot

Holes for Screws
CARD 11 How To Put Two Pieces of Wood or Metal Together with

Bolts and Nuts
CARD 12 How To Put Two Pieces of Wood or Sheet Metal Together

with Screws
CARD 13 How To Use an Electric Drill with a Screwdriver Bit
CARD 14,How To Make Varnished Wire Ready for Soldering .

CARD 15 How to Solder Wires
CARD 16 How to Use "C" Clamps
CARD 17 More About "C" Clamps
CARD 18 More About "C" Clamps
CARD 19 More About "C" Clamps
CARD 20 More About "C" 'Clamps
CARD 21 How To Cut Glass
CARD 22 How To Make Sheet Glass and Mirrors Safe to Use in

6 Experiments
CARD 23 How To Cut Sheet Rock
CARD 24 How To Find the Length of a Single Layer Coil of Wire
CARD 25 How To Find the Length of a Coil of Wire With Many Layers



How ToHarnmer Nails In StralLht ,

A nail will go in straight if you hit it flat on the head. Keep

the head of the hammer parallel to the head of the nail, even

when hammering nails in at an angle. Look at the picture.
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How To Nail Two Pieces of Wood Together So They kts4 jam=

Two pieces of wood will not pull apart if you hammer the nails

in at a slant instead of straight up and down. Hammer one nail

in one way and the next nail in the other way. Have some nails

slant one way and some nails slant the other way.

Remember to hit each nail flat on the head. Look at the

pi cture.
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CARD 3

How To Put Screws in Hard-To-Get-At Holes

Put sone clay or putty or gum on the head of the screw and stick

the end of the screwdriver in it. The screwdriver will not slip

off the screw. Or use a capture-head screwdriver which holds

the screw just below the head. Look at the pictures.
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How To Make Square Cuts OtiLLIIALds_aw

CARD 4

Draw straight lines to show where you want to cut. Hold the

saw so it makes a 45° angle with your plece of wood. Use longs

slow strokes and cut on the straight line you have drawn.

Keep your eye on the line and on the back side of the saw.

Never let the saw go right or left of the line.. The side of

the saw will stay at a 90° angle to your material as you cut.

Just before you cut all the way through, be sure to have

something under the piece of wood you are cutting off. This

keeps the wood from being splintered. It also keeps the saw

from being bent. Look at the pictures.
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ow To Use a Hacksaw to Cut Slots in Tri-Wall

'

CARD 5

One way to put two pieces of tri-wall together is to use slots.

Each slot should be thesame width as a piece of tri-wall. .The

tri-wall will then fit tightly into the slot. Look at the

picture below.

To make a hacksaw that cuts slots, use a file to.take off the

pins which hold the saw blade in the hacksaw frame. Then drill

clearance holes for an 8-32 bolt where the pins were. Put two

hacksaw bladas on the bolt using washers or 8-32 nuts as spacers

in between the blades. Keep putting washers or nuts in between

the blades until the saw is as wide as a piece of tri-wall.

Look at the pictures.
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How To Use Hacksaw Blades To Cut Slots in Tri-Wall

If you do nut have a slotting saw like the -one described on

Card 5, you can use several hacksaw blades together to cut slots.

Figure out how many blades you need to make a slot the same

width as a piece of tri-wall. Put the blades together at one

end with a bolt and nut. ,Put tape around the other end so you

have something to hold on-to. Look at the pictures.

DL1-6



How To Drill a Hole StraihtThricaLILIllaul_Material

Put a dot where the hole should be. ,Start the drill and make a

little hole. Then,ilook at,the drill bit from wie place to see

that it goes straight into the, material being drilled at a 90'

angle. Keep the drill steady and look at the drill bit from

another place to see that it goes straight into the material

from there, too. Keep looking at the drill bit from different

places while you are drilling until the hole is fairly deep.

After that, the drill bit will keep going in straight by itself.

Look at the pictures.
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How To Straighten Bare Wire

CARD 8

To make a piece of crooked or bent wire straight, put one end

of the wire in a vise. Or, you can tie it to a doorknob, pipe,

0. anything that won't move easily. Then take the other end of

the wire and put it into vise-grip pliers. Hold on to the pliers

and pull hard until you feel the wire stretch a little. Instead

of using vise-grip pliers, you can tie the end of the wire around

a stick, and pull. Look at the pictures.
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CARD 9

How To Put Screws into Hard Wood

.

If you put screws right into hard wood the wood may split or

you may break off ,the screw. You should first drill holes at

the spots where you want to put the screws. These holes are

called "pilot holes". Read Card 10 to find the right size

drill bit to use for pilot holes.

As a screw is screwed into the pilot hole, it makes grooves

(or threads) in the wood. Look at the pictures. r
1/4.64;:f

Speci,a1 screws called "self-tapping screws" will make their own

threads in sheet metal. You still need to drill pilot holes first.

11 0L1-9



How To Find Th9, taw; Size Drip
To Make Pilot poles for Soren

CARD 10

Pilot holes are drilled into hard wood to keep it from splitting

when screids are put in the wood. Thecv are also drilled in sheet

metal before self-tapping screws are used. See Card 9.

You can use your eye to find the right size drill bit for most

pilot holes. Look at the strew you will use. Find the smallest

width. This is called the "root diameter". Find a drill bit

that is about the same size as the root diameter of tne screw.

Hold the drill bit and the screw together to make sure the drill

bit is about the right size. Look at the picture.
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CARD 11

How To Put Two Pieces of Wood or Metal To ether with Bolts and Nuts

One way to put two pieces of wood together is to use a bolt old

a nut. Drill holes in both pieces of wood or metal.so the bolt

can go through each hole easily. These holes are called "clear-

ance holes". Put the bolt through the holes and then crew,

the nut onto the bolt. Look at the picture below.

Fol. -7
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You can hold the drill bit and bolt together to find the right

size drill bit tacsuse. iThe drill bit diameter should be larger

than the bolt diameter iind smaller than the diameter of the head

of the bolt. Look at the picture.
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CARD 12

How To Put Two Pieces of Wood or Sheet Metal To ether with Screws

You can use screws to put two pieces of wood or sheet metal to-

gether. Screws are used if You can't reach around to oft nuts on

bolts. Or, you may not want nuts to show.

Drill a.clearance hole in the top piece of wood or metal. Read

Card 11 to find out about clearance ho)es.

.e

.Drilla pilot hole in the bottom piece of wood if the wood is

hard. Read Card 9 to find out about pilot holes.

If you are usihg sheet metal, drill a pilot hole in the bottom

piece of metal. Use self-tapping screws for.sheet metal.

. Look at the pictures. ,

SHErr ETM. CLEAReptice delvt..5P //ei
PIECE trivOtTo?

1104
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Read Card 10 to find put how to choose the right size drill bit

to use for pilot holes.

1
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How To Use an Electric Drill with a Screwdriver Bit

CARD 13

Whenever you need to screw in a large number of wood screws,

use a variable-speed electric drill with a screwdriver. bit.

If you can't find a screwdriver.bit, iaw off the tip of an

old screwdriver and use that. Use Phillip's Head screws when-
,

ever you can, because they help keep the screwdriver tip from

sliding off the head of the screw and hurting the wood. Phillip's

Head screws have a slot shaped like an X on the head. Slot

head screws have a single slot across the head. Look at the

picture.
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CARD 14

How To Make Varnished Wire Ready for Soldering

Cut a small piece of fine sandpaper. Put the sandpaper around

the end of the wire as shown in the picture. Turn the wire as

you rub back and forth with the sandpaper. Do this until the

last inch of the wire is gright. Be sure that all the var-

nish is removed.
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How To Solder Wires

Before you solder, be sure the ends of the wires are bright,

bare metal. Take off any varnish or coating. Twist the ends

of the wires together so that they will not unwind. Put the

wires'on a safe, clean area. Make the ends of the wires hang

down a little. Take the soldering iron in nne hand and a piece

of solder in the other. Melt a blob of solder right over the

wire. Move the soldering iron along the wires,until both ends

have a thin coat of solder all over them. Be sure the solder

is bright and shiny. It should be smooth,,not grainy. Don't

leave any large blobs or sharp bits of solder on the wire.

Look at the picture.
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CARD 16

How To Use "C" Clamps

win clamps can be used in many ways. Look at the picture. It

shows how to clamp pieces of material together at right angles

to each other. If piece A is cut evenly across the bottom, you

can clamp it onto piece B so it comes straight off it. Look at

the picture. Put one clamp on piece B. Put the second clamp

around both piece A and the first clamp. Put a spacer block in

to keep piece A from hitting the first clamp. Cards 17, 18, 19

and 20 tell other ways to use "C" clamps.

Picture 1



CARD 17

More About "C" Clamps

Look at Picture 2. You can use a "C" clamp as a caliper to

measure roughly the diameter of round things. Fit the round

object into the "C" clamp so it just fits. Then slip it out

and measure the space between the jaws of the "C" clamp.

Picture 2

DL1-17



CARD 18

METtaN=MEEIL
Look at Picture 3. You cau-44e a "C" clamp as a wrench to turn

a nut off a bolt. Fit the clamp around the nut. Tighten the

clamp io4 turn.

Picture 3

Look at Picture.4. You can use "C" clamps to lift or pull

large sheets of metal. Put several clamps on the sheet and

hold onto them instead of the siwp edges. It's safer.,

r)
Picture 4

DL1-18



CARD 19

More About "C" Clam.

-Lock at Picture 5. You can use a "C" clamp as a valve on a

rubber hose. .Put the clamp on thehose. Tighten the ctamp to
_

hold the water back. Loosen the clamp to let the water through.

DL1-19
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"C" clamps can be used in many ways. Look at the picture.

Think of two new ways to use "C" clamps.

DL1-24



CARD 21

HoW To Cut Glass

Dip the tip of a new glass cutter in kerosene. Hold it firmly

against a straightedge, and score a line straight across the

glass in one stroke. Do not try to score the whole line again.

If you missed part.of the line, carefully score only thit part.

To cut the glaSs into two parts, put it over a small nail. The

nail should lie under the line at one edge of the glass. Look

at the picture. .Be sure the scored line is on the top side of

the glass. Put gloves on your hands. Place your hands on the

outside edges of the glass. Place one hand to the left and one

to the right of the scored line.

both hands at the same time.

USE GLOVES WHEN PRESSING GLASS.
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CARD 22

How To Make Sheet Glass and Mirrors Safe to Use in Ex eriments

Cover one whole side of the glass with matking tape. If the

glass breaks the pieces will not fly all around. They will

stick to the tipe. If you need to see through the glass, use

clear tape.

Sureehos Oic 0145/40/A/4
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How To Cut Sheet Rock

CARD 23

Use a straight edge as a guide and scbre a line across the sheet

rock with a sharp knife. You have to press hard enough on the

knife to go through cardboard backing. Put your hand under the

piece of sheet rock. Hit ihe sheet rock sharply with the side

of your hand rf§ht under the scored line. The plaster will part

right along the line. Now you have to cut the cardboard backing

on the underneath side with the knife. Fold the piece of sheet

rock and cut from underneath. Look at the pictures.
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CARD 24

Ho_y_laittLyales of a Single Layer Coil Wire

Measure the diameter (width) of the coil. Count the number of .

turns of wire. Multiply the diameter by 3. Then multiply that

answer by the number of turns in the coil. Finally, find 15%

of the new answer and then add it on. That answer is about how

much wire is wrapped around the coil.

, ea CP? (ip &It Ahoni e4. le t

T *MEASURE'
DiAMETER

(.54,04/419
L 4%/0/1

EXAMPLE: The length of 10 turns of wire on a coil with a

2" diameter is about:

1) 2" x 3 = 6"

2) 6" x TO ,-, 60"

3) 60" 4- .15 (60") . 60" 4. 9" 69"

DL1-24



CARD 25 ,

Wowlo Find the Len th of a Coil of Wire With Man La ers

Measure the diameter of the coil across the inside hole.

Measure the diameter of the coil across the outside layer. Find
a !

the average 'diameter. Count the number of turns of wire on the

top lAyer and 'count the number of layers. Multiply the average

diameter of the coil by 3. Then mu16p1y that number by the

number of turns per layer. Then multiply that number by the

number of layers. Find 15% of the total and then add it to

the total. That answer is the Approximate length of the wire.

JA.1

e_ns-siit.)4S
s-

1LY

n/sw,, :F 4: K...
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EXAMPLE: A multilayered coil'of wtre has an average diameter of

3" The length of wire wound in 5 layers with 12 turns

1)

2)

3)

atilLiy_ler is about:

3 x 3" =.9"

9" x 12 x 5 540"

540" + .15 (540") = 540"

V

+ 81". = 621"
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"How To" Cards

HOW TO CONSTRUCT A SAMPLING HISTOGRAM
(Revised 1972).

Unified Science and Mathematics for Elementary Schools



tataiamluistotnIs
In ap experiment you often need to count hOw many cars cross an

intersection or how many "heads" come up when a coin is tossed.

If you do the experiment again you often come up with different

ounts although the experiment is the same.

For example, you may toss a coin ten times and get 8 heads

and 2 tails. If you toss it ten times more you may get 4
heads and 6 tails. If you keep making ten tosses you may
get the same counts for heads and tails. Or, you may get

different counts. Each test or sample of ten tosses could
give you a different count.

Sometimes it is important to know the distribution of the samples

you take. The distribution of the samples describes how the

samples turn out - how many have the same counts and how marly

have different counts. After taking many samples you can see

the distribution. The distribution will alsO give you an idea

about how more sample counts may turn out..

A sampling histogram is a picture of sample counts. You can use

it to see the distribution of your set of samples. The histogram

will show you how your.sampling has turned out. (It will Also ,

give you an idea about other sample counts you might take. The

sampling histrogram can also help you to find the median sample

in your set of samples.

Card 2 tells you how to first make a tally chart of your samples.

2.9 G2-1



Majsin S 1i n

Children from a class visited an intersection 'for five different

days at 12:00 A.M. They counted the number of cars which passed

the intersection in five minutes each day. Here is the data

from the sample they took on. each of the five days:

Sample

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Dly 5

1111110111~0

Number of'cars crossing inter-
section in five minute samples

17

13

16

2

16

How many cars crossed the intersection in five minutes on the

first day?

On which day did the greatest number of cars cross the intersection?

On which day did the smallest number of cars cross?

OW the same number of cars cross on more than one day?

Answers: Seventeen cars crossed the intersection the first day.
The most cars crossed the first day.
The smallest number of cars crossed on the fourth day.
The same number of cars crossed on two days.
Sixteen cars crossed on those two days.

0'1 G2-2
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A girl tossed a tetrahedron or four-sided solid shape 10 times.

As she tossed the tetrahedron she tallied the number of times

the green side landed down. After she finished this first sample

of ten tosses, she did the experiment 4 more times. In each sample .

of ten tosses, she counted the number of.times the green face

landed down. Here is her tally sheet for the 5 samples of ten

tosses:

Itiomptc

(! 'Set eri

tii.onber lhome$ GoDiewt
ktrata actA0A sampiagfrP
10 loom

11

I I I

''II
H-44 1

3

--- Ow

'O.

How many times did the gr2en face land down in the 3rd sample?
'

In which sample did the green face land down the most times?

What.is the smallest number of times the green face landed down

in any sample?

If you have trouble keeping track of samples, see Card 12 for

a tally sheet.

31.
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Sometimes it is important to know how each sample count you take
changes or is the same. A sampling histogram is a'picture of a
lot of sample tallies. You can draw a sampling histogram to find
out how your samples differ.

For instanCe, we can show the data from the tally sheet on Card 2
in a sampling histogram. On it we can show how many cars crossed
the intersection in each sample. The histogram will also tell
us how many samples the same number of cars crossed the inter-
section.

From the tally sheet on Card 2 we see that:

1 sample tallied 2 cars
1 sample tallied 13 cars
2 samples tallied 16 cars
1 sample tallied 17 cars

Your sampling histogram from this data looks alike this:

sr. ..6111111,

1111111111111111111111111111N111111111111111111111111

111111111111111111M111111111111111111111111
11110111111111111111111111111Mell111VM111111

:I. j r Ai I3 Ir iks 26i

Lf "

It is hard to get a good idea about the distribution of your
samples from only five samples. To see how yout4 sample counts
chango or are the same you need to take many more'samples. More

tallies should be mace on many more days. After the number of
cars is counted each day, one more cross mark can be added.on
the sampling histogram.

G2-4



More About Making Samplihg Histogram

The data from Card 3 can.also be shown in a samplipg histogram.

On it we can show the number of times the green face landed down

in each sample of ten tosses. The histogram will also tell us

how many samples tallied the same number of green faces and how

many tallied different numbers.

Number of tines Green face landed down

What is the largest number of times the green face landed down in
any sample?

What is the smallest number of.times the green face lanaed down in
any sample?

In hOw many samples did the green face land down just once?
_-

ANSWERS: The largest number of green faces is 6.
The smallest number of green faces is 1.
The,green face landed down just once in one sample.

To get a good idea of the distribution of your samples you need to

take many more samples. A sampling histogram of 80 samples of 10

tosses is shown on the-next c6rd.

G2-5



CARD 6

/LW p._ jaallittogra2) of 80 Istrnl es
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Number of times the Green face landed down in samples of 10 tosses.

What is the largest number of times the green faces landed down
in any sample?

What is the smallest number of green faces landing down in any
sample?

In how many samples did the green face not land down at all?

Did the green face land down just 5 times in more than one sample?

What is the number of times the green face landed down in most
samples?

G2-6



Finding the Median in a Set of Samples

The median sample is the middle sample of a group or set of samples.
The median sample is found by arranging the samples of the set in
order of their size - starting with the sample having the smallest
tally: When the samp)es'have been listed in order you find the
middle sample in the list. This middle sample is the median sample.

The median is the nurdber of things tallied in the median sample.
You can use the median to describe the set of samples taken. .The
median tells you that most of the sample tallies are about the
same as the median.

(S'ee the "How To" cards on How To Find the Median in a Set of Data
if you don't understand medians.)

For example, we'can find the median of a set of samples using
the data on Card 3. First we list our samples in order - starting
with the sample having the smallest number of green faces tallied.

Sample 3 Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 4 Sample 5

1 green 2 green 3 green 4 green 6 green

Then we find the median or middle sample. In this set of five
samples the median $ ample is Sample 2. The median for the number
of green faces tallied in Sample 2 is 3 green faces.

me4;i.an

Sample 1 SanTle 2 Sample 4 Sample 5

4/

2 green 3 green 4 grden 6 green .

sl/

median i,..

Sample 3

1 green

You can also find the median by using a sampling histogram. The
median sample in a set of 5 samples is the third sample. You
could count the crossmarks on the sampling histogram from left
to right. The 3rd mark would be the median sample and the number
of green faces or median is 3 green faces.

G2-7
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More About Findin9 the Median

Card 7-showed Us that we can find the median in two ways. We
can find the median by looking at the sampling tally of samples.
Or we can find the median.by looking at a,sampling histogram.

For instance, to find the median directly from the data on Card 6
you could list all 80..samples in order of their size. The first
10 samples would-be:

.0 0 0 , 0., 1 , 1 , 1, 1, 1, 1

If you list all 80 samples in this way you can find the median
sample by choosing the middle sample in the set of 80 samples.
In this set, the mediah sample would be the 40th sample. The
median would be the number of green faces tallied in the 40th
sample.

An easier way to find the median is to look at the sampling
Fc7togram. If there are 80 samples marked on the sampling
f Aogram you know that the median sample is the 40th sample.
On the sampling histogramthe 40th crussmark ls the median
sample. You find the 40th crossmark by counting the marks'-
starting with the smallest sample. The 40th crossmark is the
median sample. The number of green faces tallieg in the 40th
sample is the median.

What is the median sample in the sampling histogram on Card 6?

What is the median in the histogram on Card 6?

Answers: The median sample is the 40th sample.

The median is 3 green faces in a sample of
ten tosses.

3 G2-8
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MAKING YOUR OWN HISTOGRAM

In your experiments you may want to make a sampling histo4ram. A
sampling histogram will tell you how your sample counts from an
experiment change or are the same if you repeat the experiment
several times.

To make a sampling histogram you collect data about something in
samples of a certain size. lou may want to take five-minute
samples of the number of cars crossing an intersection. Or you
may want to find out the number of times a certain fne of a die
lands in samples of ten tosses.

As you take each sample you record your data on a sampling tally.
(See Cards 2 and 3.) After you finish.taking samples you find
the total number of tallies for each sample.

You can draw a sampling histogram like this:

1. Draw two lines and mark
them off in equal parts.

2. Notice that the bottom
line shows the number of
things counted (cars, faces).

3. Notice that the up and down
line shows the number of
samples having each number
of things counted (number
of samples having 1 car or 1 face).

4. You draw a crossmark for each sample
in the proper square. You use your sampling
tally to find out where each cross mark should go.

Sometimes it, is easier to make a sampling histogram form first. Then
you can record your sample counts on the histogram as you take.the
samples.

=-

number of et.

things counted

G2-9



MORE,ABOUT MAKING YOUR OWN HISTOGRAM

Das your sampling histogram give you a good idea about,the distribu-

tion of your sample? Does it show you what s3mple size happens most

often?

elf not, you should continue to take samples. Record the data from

each sample on your sampling tally. Then add a crossmark for each

sample on the histogram. Or you can record directly on the histogram

form.

After many samples you will get an idea of the distribution of your

samples. You will also be able to see what sample size happens the ,

most often. After this you can find the median sample and the

median of your set of samples.

You might want to keep your sampling tallies and histograms in a

safe place. The next card tells you how to make a folder to hold

your work.

G2-10
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CARD 1

MAKING A FOLDER TO HOLD SAMPLING TALLIES AND HISTOGRAMS

You will want to keep all your diagrams'and reports.in a safe place.
;

. ,

,

You can

1.

2.

3.

make a folder like this:

Cut a Piece of construction paper so that it
is'6 inches wide and 18 inches long.

Cut another piece so that it is 12 inches wide
and 18 inches long.

Put the two pieces together with tape. Look at
the picture below.

'46 oft

/go

1

poqke t*
1

444.4444440444444444444 a4.144111/1141.41440

441.41
1

4444444.44of MN 104.4 ID 41.4444411 ~VII ../01/1111414

,..papor tape,
#

4. Fold in the middle so that the pocket is.
on the inside.

5. Your name and a title for your folder
should be put on the front cover like this.

G2-11
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HOW.TO KEEP TRACK OF SAMPLES'

Sometimes it is hard to keep track of sample counts. A tally sheet
can,help you to coUnt the number of times a thing happens in your
sample.

For example, you-may be tossing a tetrahedron ten timeb to see how
many green faces land down. If you have a tally sheet you can write
the results'of each toss in your sample.

Here is a tally sheet of the five samples from Card 3., After each
of the ten tosses in each sample a check mark is made if the green
face landed down. A 0 is drawn if another face landed down. When
ten tosses.are finished the check marks in the sample are added
together. This sum will tell you the total number of times a green
face landed down in each sample.

,,..11"18-17Z11)
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"How TO" Cards

HOW TO MAKE A BAR GRAPH TALLY

(Revised July, 1972)

Ot;

Unified Science and Mathematics for Elementary Schools
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What i[_-GrmiLituynat

A bar.g14aph tally is a picture of the data sollected in an

'experiment. 4,

. .:Soetirliesyou can Ot more information about your data from a
"

picture than ftom words. Sometimes, too, it is iasier to des-
,.

cribe your data to someone in a pictuee thin in words. A bar

graph'tally can maKe your pieces of data easier to understand.

Here are two types 'of bar graph tallies:

4

3

2

Type I bar graph tally is drawn after the data from an experiment

had been collected. Type II bar graph tally can be drawn durfng

the experiment. The 'pieces of data in the experiment are.re-

cor'ded right on the 6raph.

/ Gl-1



?4akinA Bar t3rapTal1y Typs.j.

^ -

CARD 2

. The Type I bar graph tally is made after data from an experi-

ment has been collected.

-For examle, you can make the first kind of bar graph tally

from the pieces of data you find in this story:

I was watching cars at an intersection for 3
minutes. I first saw a Chevy, then a Ford,
then two Buicks, then another Ford, then a
Rambler, then three Fords and a Chevy.

To make a Type I bar graph tally, you first tally your data

on a chart like this:

IXPELA_Pars

Chevys

Fords

rRamblers

IBuicks

Chryslers...

Number Seen
Tally Marks Total

1 I 1

See the "How To" cards on How To Record Data by Tallying if

you don't understand tally marks and tallying.

The next card tells you'how to draw your bar graph tally using

the data on this chart.

3 Gl-2
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tible About

4,
To make a bar graph form foryour data:

1. Draw graph form like this:

2. Notice that the bottom line is
divided into five equal parts,
one for each type of car.

3. Notice that the up and down line ,.

is divided into 6 equal parts.

4. Don't forget to write down the I
names of the cars and the wordsl
"Types of cars" under the 15

bottom line.

5. The up and down line should be 11
numbered 1 to 6 and titled
"Number of cars seen".

To put data on your graph,

CARD 3

t
C. f',C 1 . k I (

OF.CARI

1. Look at each type of car list-.
ed on your chart. Find out
how many times each was seen.

2. Above each car type draw
a block which reaches to
the number of times it was
seen.

(1

4
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CARP 4

Tal - Type_a

The Type II bar graph tally is drawn during,the experiment.

The pieces of data in the experiment are recorded right on the

bar graph without first tallying them.

To use a Type II bar graph tally you should figure out what you're

going to record. Then you should make a bar graph form for your

bar graph before you start the experiment.

For example, the cars at the intersecion described on Card 2

could have been.:.ecorded on a bar graph as they were seen. In
I.

,' this case, the bar graph tally would look like this:

t' . ....

i .....- _,....... ....0.. -.... .0.0

e.C I I

T Y PES O F C.A

Each crossmark means that a car has been seen one time. Each

time a type of car was seen another crossmav.k was added.

You might want to keep your bar graph tallies in a safe place.

The following card.tells you how to make folder to hold your

work.

4 Gl-4



!flaking a Folder to Hold Bar. Gra h Tallies

You can make a folder like this:

1. Cut a piece of construction paper so that it
is 6 inches wide and 18 inches long.

2. Cut another piece so that it is 12 inches wide
and 18 inches long.

3. Put the two pieces together,with tape. Look at
the picture below.

W.0 s

1141.111M1110.. S Sfl-- i> OWMNIN

r4 I

pogket'

1 '

.CARD 5

-.*71.VW. MUM,

oast A...,stape--,
;

a

V. _110

Mow..

4. Fold in the middle so that the pocket is on
the inside.

5. Put the title and your name on the front
cover. Look at the picture.

.16

Bar Graph
Tallies

your
namel- wilb

61-5



"How To" Cards'

HOW TO MAKE SCALE DRAWINGS AND MODELS

(revised Julys 1972)
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CARD-1

FINDING OUT ,ABOUT SCALING

A scale is a rule for 'changing real distances to smaller or larger

distances so you can make scale drawings.and maps and models.

For example, the rule "one inch on paper stands for one foot in

real life" is a scale.

It means that anything that measures 1 inch on paper measures 1 foot

in real life. So anything that measures 5 incheOn paper measures

5 feet in real life. Anything that measures 18 inches on paper

measures 18 feet in real life, and so on.

This is one kind of scale you can use. You let one of one unii of

measure stand for one of another unit of measure. This is the

easiest.kind of scale to use.

Here is a quick way to write scales. The(---, mark means "stands

for".

1 inchie-4 1 foot

1 inch4e--) 1 yard

1 inch <---) 1 mile



MAKING A SIMPLE SCALE DRAWING

CARD 2

Let's use the scale 1 inch4W foot to make a simple scale drawing.

Let's make a scale drawing of a bird's eye view of a table. Look

At the picture. This is the way we might look at the table. We

want the scale drawing to show what it would look like if' we were

looking straight down at it.

.4;

.77
e e4-

Suppose we measured the table and found that it was 6 feet long and

3 feet wide. Now we can use our scale tochange real distances to

scaled distances. If 1 inch4E-4.1 foot and the table is 6 feet long

in real life; it should be 6 inches long on paper: If the table is

3 feet wide in real life, it should be 3 inches wide on paper.

Draw a rectangle 6 inches long and 3 inches wide. Write under it:

Scale: 1 inch4C,l foot

That rectangle is a scale drawing of a bird's eye view of the table.

4
I
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USING GRAPH PAPER TO MAKE SCALE DRAWINGS

You can use graph paper to help you make scale drawings.

Look at a Piece of graph paper. Notice how it is marked'off in

squares. If you use graph paper for a scale drawing, you can let .

one square stand for some real distanCe.

Let's use your piece of graph paper to make another simple scale

drawing. Let one square stand for one foot. Draw a bird's eye
-

view of a room 20 feet long and 12 feet wide.

How did you do it? Did you draw a rectangle 20 squares long and

12 squares wide? Look at the picture.

rIeS

Scale: 1 squareii-IPI foot

S-1-3to.;



CARD 4

MAKING SCALE DRAWINGS BIGGER

Did you know that you can get graph paper with different size squares?

Some kinds have large squares. Some have small squares. If your

paper has small squares your scale drawing of the room is small like

the picturron Card 3. Suppose you watit'to make a bigger scale draw-

ing so you can draw furniture inside the room? How can you make your

scale drawing of the room bigger? Do you know? Can you guess?

Suppose you want to make a scale drawing of the room bigger than the

drawing on Card 3. ,How can you do it? You can let 2 squares stand

for I foot.

.How do you use this scale? If the room is 20 feet long and 12 feet

wide and 2 squares441 foot:

20 feet X 2 squares per foot 40 squares

12 feet X 2 squares per foot 24 squares,

So the scale drawing of the room will be 40 squares long and 24

squares wide.

How is this scale different from the other scales welave talked

about so far?
2 squares4,1 foot

Several of one thing stand for one of another thing.

Remember: When you are using a scale to make a drawing bigger:

real distance X scale = distance to use in scale drawing.

S-1-4



CHOOSING SCALES AND PAPER

Suppose you want to make a scale drawing of a bird's eye view of

your playground. First you have to measure the length and width

of the playground.

Suppose you measure and find the playground is 100 yards long and

50 yards wide:

Now you have to pick the scale and the paper you will use to make

the scale drawing.

Think of easy scales to use. One easy scale to use would be

1 inch4-41 yard.

How long will your paper have to be to use this scale? How wide?

Can you find a piece of paper at least 100 inches long and 50

inches wide?

Here is a way_to find out how big that is. Use chalk to draw a

rectangle 100 inches long and 50 inches wide on the blackboard or

the floor.

How can you make your scale drawing of the playground smaller?

Think of other easy scales to use.

Figure out what size paper you need for each scale you think of.

Try to find the right size paper or paper which can be caut down to

the right size. S-1-5



MAKING SCALE DRAWINGS SMALLER

What other easy scales did you think of?

Did you think of using 1\square*--, 1 yard? Did you find a piece

of graph paper at least 100 squares long and 50 squares wide?

Did you think of using I inch...* 5 yards?

How do you use this scale? How do you figure out what.size paper

you need?

If the.playground is 100 yards long and 50 yards wide and

1 5 yards:

100 yards 5 yards per inch = 20 inches

50 yards 5 yards per inch = 10 inches

So the scale drawing will be 20 inches long and 10 inches wide. You

will have to use paper at least 20 inches long and 10 inches wide.

How is this scale different from other scales we have talked about?

1 inch 4--) 5 yards

One of one unit of measure stands for several of another unit of

measure.

Remember: When you are using a scale to make a drawing smaller:

real distance scale = distance to use in:scale drawing.

S-1-6
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CARD?

USING DIFFERENT UNITS OF MEASURE

Yards and feet and inches are three different units of measure.

You use one or two or even all three when you measure things.

You can change measurements from one unit of measure to another.

You probably know that:

l'foot = 12 inches

1 yard = 3 feet = 36 inches

These are the rules you use to change from one unit of measure to

another.

You also know now that you use different units of measure when you

make up scales.
t't

Sometimes when you are making scale drawings and models you have

to change some of your measurements from one unit of measure to

another so you can use your scale. Card 8 tells you more about this.



CARD 8

WORKING WITH MEASUREMENTS

. Think about the scale 1 inch*-41 yard. .In order to,.use the scale
you will want all'your measurements to be in yards.'

What will you do if you measure .things in yardsibut have feet and
inches left over?

One easy answer is to measure to the nearest yard and forget about
what is left over. Or you can chahge the feet and inches left over
to fractions of yards. Then put the fractions of yards on the
scale drawing as fractions of inches.

.1

Think about the scale 1 inch4-44 yards. What'will you do if you
are using that scale and have feet and inches left over? YoU have
the same two choices, but now if you try to put in the feet and
inches left over, they will go on the scale drawing as very small
fractions of inches. Because each inch now stands for 4 yards, eagh
fraction of a yard will be less than 1/4 inch. It will hardly show
up. So in this case it would make sense to measure to the nearest
yard and forget about what is left over.

Think about this after you choose your scale and before you do all
your measuring. Your scale.will help you decide whether you should
measure to the nearest yard or foot or inch and forget about what is,
left over or whether you should try to put what is left over in the
drawing.

S-1 -8



CARO 9

'CONVERSION GRAPHS

Think about the scale 1 inch <-41 yard again. Suppose some

of your measurements are in feet or inches or.both instead of

yards. You will have to change them to yards to .use the scale.

You will have to use the rules to change them. You can use the

rules to make'a conversion graph. A conversion graph is a

straight line graph that can be used to change from one unit of

measure to another. Look at the picture. You can use this

graph to change from yards to feet or from feet to yards.

so ow so a* woo air go. 01.

42
t4.

2. .1 4A 7 JP f
rxrdis

Card 10 tells you how to make and use a conversion oranh.

S-1-9



CARD 10

MAKING AND USING CONVERSION GRAPHS
.

This is how to make a conversion graph. Look at the picture on
Card 9.

Draw a graph form like the one'in the picture. Divide each line
into equal parts. Label the bottom line "yards" and number each
part counting by l's. Label the side linefeetnand number each

. part counting by 3's You count by.l's and 3's because 1 yard =
,3 feet.

Using the rule 1 yard = 3 feet,.put an easy point on your graph.
For example,- ,draw a light tine straight up from 10 'yards and
another light line straight over from 30 feet. Put an "X". where
the tdo lines meet. Draw a dark straight line from that "X" to
the zero corner of the graph.form.

1Now you can uSe the graph to change from yards to feet or from
feet to yards. You trace a ltne up from a number on the yard
line until you reach the .dark line. Then you change direction
and trace a line over to the feet line. The number of yards you
begin with equals the number of feet you end with. You go the
other way to change from feet-to yards. Look at the dotted lines
on the picture. They show how.to change from 5 yards.to 15 feet
br from 15 feet to 5 yards..

You can make other conversion graphs to change.from yards to
inches and back again or from feet to inches and back again.

I



CARD 11

USING CONVERSION GRAPHS FOR SCALES

You can also make a conversion graph,foega.s.cale. Instead of

setting it up to change from one unit of measure tc another,

you set it up to change from real distances to scaled distances

using a scale.

Look at the picture. It shows a conversion graph for thk: scale

1 inch 44 feet.

2 7 1 /0
inches

You use this graph the same way youuse the other conversion

graph. See Card 10.

Make a conversion graph for your owfr.va1e.
S-1-11' .



MAKING A SCALE DRAWING

CARD 12

To make *a scale drawing:

1. Measure the length and width of the area you want to

make the scale drawing of.

2. Choose your scale and your paper.

3. Decide .what tools to use to measure all the things you

want to put in the drawing. Your scale will help you

decide what tool to use. tee the "How To" cards on

choosing measuring tools for more about this.

4. Use your choten tools to measure the thtngs you want

to put.in.

5. Use your scale to change the real distances yo4 have

measured to the smaller or larger distances you will

use in the drawing.

6. Draw or cut out the things you want to put in using the

scaled Measurements.

1

f3t)
S-1-12
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MAKING SCA'LE MODELS

9

'CARD 13

There is,one big difference between making scale drawings and

making scale models. When you 'make scale drawings you work with-

lengths and widths. 'When you ma'cl $cale models you work with

lengths and widths and heights.

Sometimes when you make scale models you need to know the height

of tall objects which you can't measure'straight up because

they are too tall or hard to get at. If,you need help finding

the heights of things like that, see the "How To" cards on finding .

the height of a building or a tree.

Once.you get your measurements you work with heights the same

as you work with lengths and widths.. You use your scale to

figure out how long and wide and tall to make.things and where

to place them. Then you'build them and place them.

5-1-13
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"How To" Cards

HOW TO MAKE TRIANGLE DRAWINGS

TO COMPARE FRACTIONS (OR RATIOS)

.1
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An Outline of the Problem

A ratio compares two numbers or measurements. It is a.Fraction.

Sometimes you need to compare two or more fractions or ratios.

For example you may need to know if a person is long-legged or

short-legged. You have to be careful because a person can be

tall and have long legs. But he may not look long-legged be-

cause the rest of.his body is also Vulg.

To find ut if a person is lohg or short-legged you need to do

3 things.

1. Make two measurements on each person, leg length and

trunk length (distance from shoulders to top of legs).

2. For each person make a ratio

trunk length
leg length

(:!')

3. Compare each person's ratio with one another.

Other ratios can be compared in this way. If you made a ratio

dollars for each food item in the food store you could compare
pounds

the ratios for the different food items in the store.

This set of cards tells you 'how to make triangle drawings to

,xcompare ratios.

S2-1



Ptcturing Two Measurements

How do you decide a person was short-legged or long-legged? One

way is to look at the person to see how long his legs,are compared

to the rest of his body. Look at the 'stick people below. Do yoy
.

agree with the titles?.

short-legged long-legged short-legged long-legged
child child adult adult

Abetter way to find out if a person is short-legged or long-

legged, would, be to measure both the leg length and the length

of a person's trunk (distance from shoulders to top, of legs).

An easy way to measure is to have hirsit on the floor with his

back against a wall. Look at the ptcture below.

I
trunk
length

You can measure the two distances with a ruler or a yardstick.

Put all* your measurements and drawings in a folder. (Card 12

tells you how to make a folder.)
e S2-2:3
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To tell if a person is long_or short-legged pretend there is

a line drawn between his shoulders and his feet. °Look at the
CP

dotted lines in the pictures below. The dotted line makes a

Oriangle. How steep it is tells you whether he is short-legged

or long-legged.

wal

floor
40

.long-legged person

flpor

Jr

short-legged person

wall

Which dotted line is steeper...the one for the log-legged

person or the one for the short-legged person?
,

A

Would the line between shoulders and feet for a very short-legged

person go up steeper, or be less steep?

Measure the trunk length and leg length of several friends as

they sit against a wall. Do you think they are short-legged or

long-legged?

S2-3



Com ar.Ling_ilejall`s Measurements b Makin Scale Drawin

You can compare people's measurements by making

Let's say we have three people's measurements.

pictures below.

floor

1st child

tii

20"

2nd child

wa 1 1

25" 20

To make a scale drawing:

1. Get some graph paper..

2. Decide on a scale for your drawing. For example, let's
say the scale of one square on the paper,stahds for 2"
on the real measurements. If you need'help deciding on
a scale, see "How to Make Scale Drawing,. or Models.".

scale drawings.

Look at the

floor

3rd child

3. Draw the leg length of the ist child on a line at the
bottom of the paper.' Use your scale (1 square stands
for 2"). Is your line 12 1/2 squares long?

Go on to Card S.

52-4
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CARD S

tlamikwayling_a Scale Drawing

4. At the right end of the leg length line draw the trunk
length:line up and dcwn. Don't forget your scale (1
square stands for 2"). Is your line 10 squares high?

5. Now make a triangle by drawing a dotted line from the
top of the trunk length line to the left end of the
leg length line.

Look at,the picture below. It shows the 1st child's measure-

ments. The steepness of the dotted line in the triangle shows

you if the person is long-legged or short-legged.

ME I
MINI MI11111.11ri m

le II. 4..,,,..
-NUNgam"

. 20
imq

all11111nu 1, mai low
Now

leg 'length

trunk
length

Can-you tell if the 1st child is short-legged or long-legged?

c( S2-5
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Sometimes it is hard tp tell if a person is short-legged or

lonvlegged. You need to compare the measurpments of several

people to decide if a person is long-legged or short-legged.

The other two children's measurements can be added to your

drawing on Card 5. LOok at the triangles in the pictures below.

A

2nd

ii

LiMM

hild

chi #

INE 3rd

MN
hilMIMI

WWI ill GIPPoumMN MI
PIS

I.

pit1,21

WI

MI
11112111111E1.121gammol

IlltiMINIElil
161112E101FI

MUNN

NM
II 1111111111

IIIMI
NMI

INN

INN

.

MN

IN NI
111d11111111111111 MC ler 1 V

0 10 20 25 30

leg length (inches)

trunk length
(inches)

In each triangle how steep the dotted line is shows you if a

person is long-legged or short-legged. Which child could be,

called short-legged? Which child could be called long-legged?

Look at the pictures on Card 3 if you are not sure.
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'

r

Ratios

The triangles you have been drawing for each person show his,-

. measurements as a ratio.

A ratio is a fraction. It compares two numbers. The top part

of the fraction'is called the numerator. The bottom part is

called the denominator.

numerator
denominator

A ratio compares two measureMents. The ratio on your drawings

can also be shown this way:

'leg length

The 1st child's TtmLlsT101., ratio is 20" . See the'drawing on
leg length . 25" Card 6.)

What would the 2nd and 3rd child's trunk length ratio be?
leg length

52-7
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Findin Equal Rati os

Ratios can be equal even if the numerators and denominators are

different. Ry drawing ratios you can tell if they are equal.

Let's take the two ratios 1/2 and 2/4. The drawing below shows

both ratios.

5.

%

11 tone rcactv.

111111111111111111111111111111aaamumaa
NI11111111111111111111
i111111M11111111111111111111
lea

q.
A. I

e. 8 scb

ckstIMott""imattsft.

How can you tell if the'ratios are equal?

Hint: Does the line 9aking each a triangle have the same
steepness?

Look at the drawing again. Can you find other ratios that are

equal to 1/27 See if you can make triangle drawings of other

ratios you know are equal.
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If you have meaured trunk leqth'and leg length for several

children, you may want to find the median ratio.
,

This would help you pick one size of clothing which would fit.

the "averapen child.,

You can make triangle drawings ihowing the'ratios of y4iur measure-.
,ments of the different children.- Thirteen .ratios:.ace shown in the

. N
picture below,

median line

.400.

411r Anil44,4444.41 ,A
Alan. 74104AF211111iii
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A7i4."4111111111111111111i1
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trunk%
length
(inches)

10'

10 20 30 40

leg lensth (inches).

Can you find the median ratio? The middle or. seventh line would

be the median line. The median ratio is ?Li inches . See the
32 inches

,

"How To" cards on medians if you need help finding the median.

Childreh with lines steeper than the median could be called short-

legged and childrpn with lines less steep could be called long-legged.
F,
I
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coinparinatio.s.

"--
When you make triangle, drawings of two o:r.nrore ratios it is

.

impoIstant that they are,pictured the same way.

,;.

'

For example, ,the children's trunk length ratios can be com-
ii7ength

pared lf 'they are all written like this:

,

The triangle drawings woUld look like this.

111RuNir:

i-ENThrh

trunk len th
leg ength

I i. 1

4i)

-----i,IIT/ e
ff-

4- " if it ir 36 ar
Let, LEMSTH

. A steep line would show a short-legged person because the trunk'

length measurement is shown on the up and down line.

Now compare this drawing with the drawing on Card 11.

TMf

1. S2-10



tem1h1Sdnouisa_ratim

The children's trunk lengi ratios can also be compared if
leg length

they are all written like this: 129 length
trunk length

When the ratios are written like this, the triangle drawings

would lobk like this.

LEG
Le tierfi.

.11
Is

:11OZICHI
.
r

-110M1111

Minillillill
1,0111111
Nil

1111111111111

Iffil1111

NM

1111

ill
11111

til

r so ir 2. 2s. 30

3

Igo* I.EAST tt

How is this drawing different from the one on Card 10?

In this drawing a steep line would show a long-legged person

because the leg length measurement is shown on the up and down

line.

S2-ll



Making a Folder to Hold Drawinos and Recorded
, Measurements

°You wi1l want to keep all your drawings and recorded measu4=

ments in's safe place.
I

You can make a folder by doing what it tells you below.
,44:\

1. Cut a piece of construction paper so that it
is 6 inches wide and 18 inches long. .

2. Cut another piece so that it is 12 inches wide
and 18 in;hes long.

3. Put the two pidCes together with tape. Look at
the picture below.

4. Fold in the middle so that the pocket is on
the inside.

J. Put the title and your name on the front
cover. Look at the.picture.

Pav r*, S2-12

your
name



"How To" Cards

HOW TO FIND THE MEDIAN

OF A SET OF DATA

(revised July, 1972)

Unified Science and Mathematics for Elementary Schools



What the Median Is

CARD 1

(If yoL ,don't understand averages yet, see the "How To" cards

on ow to Find the Averag.e of a Set of Data.)

If someone s4ys Vie average height of a group of people in a

class is.4 feet, 6 inche's, nu have an idea about the heights,

of people. Four feet 6,inches describes the height of the group.

,e

People in tne group are about 4 feet, 6 inches tall. . 4)

If OL, tninK tnis way, )1oCs can sometimes be wrong. For example',

if tne teacner v.as included in the group, the heights might

"a,e tee":
6 ft. 2 in.

4 ft. 3 in.

ft. 2 in.
4 ;t. 0 in.

3 ft. 9 in.

average height . 4 ft. 6 in.

:ye :e"sor " te rouP is much taller than the average height

« C
.4 sr. Fpur '...eople are snorter than the average height.

;:":.,P 3re rot about 4 ft. 6 in. tall.

." t-'s e,3-7.e. t-e data is off-center. The average does

-IeskLQ,:e set 'ver.y eil. Ne car', use the median to

set cf re3rts ,rstead of the average. The median

t-e C4 data in a set. Here the redian

-eights of the group better than the average does.

. j
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a 7, 7

a

CARD 2

FindiaLthe Median

The median is the middle pieCe'of data. There .are as many pieces

of tiata larger than the median piece aS there are smaller than

the niediin .

.

For example.,, on Card 1 the median

height is.4 feet, 2 incheS.

7

One way of finding the med:van,i to list the pieces of data in

order of size -- either the largest.or the 3ma1lest first. Ttiftn

. find the middle piece of data. In the example we would make the

list as follow5: '

612" 413"

--T

Two pieces *of
data larger

The median height ic 4 feet, 2 inches. The Iliedian 4 ft. 2 in.

4 ' 2"

MEDIAN

41o. 319.

Two pieces of
data smaller'

dascribes th ?. set of heights.

is the fi.edian in the4Fellowing example? Attendance in class

ldst week was:

Monday -

Tuesday -

Wednesday
Thursday -

Friday

25 students-
20 students

- 24 students
23 students

- 3 students (it snowed on-Friday)

the mEitlian attendance. Why is the median better than the mean

in this taliwif you are planning school activities?

./

SQ1-2



More About Finding the Median

You may have an even number of pieces of data such as:

4 sec., 9 sec., 13 sec., 16 sec., 17 sec., 22 sec.

In this example, there is no single Piece of data in OP middle,

hut 13 sec. and 16 sec, are the two middle pieces.

4 sec. 9 sec.

1....M.IIIIP01110171

2 piecds smaller.

13 sec. 16 s'ec. 17 sec: 22 sec.

2 middle pieces 2 pieces larger

To find the median add these two middle numbers together and then

divide by two:

13 + 16 = 29

2 = 14 1/2

The medi.:01 is 14 1/2 seconds

For some sets of data, the two middle numbers may be equal or

nearly equal. Then you don't need to find their average. Can

you figure out why?

List your data in order of :7ize and find the median piece of data.

You might want to keep the list of your data and the medians in

a safe place. Card 4 tells you how to 'make a folder to hold your

work. r
SQ1-3



CARD 4

Makingafalder to Hold our Data

You can make a folder like this:

I. Cut a piece of const,ruction paper so that it
is 6 inches wide and 18 inches long.

2. Cut another piece so that it is 12 inches wide
and 18 inches long.

3. Put the two pieces together with tape. Look at
the picture below.

12.0 ri
°

pogke t

paper tapo

%:

w wow of 141k

0
%

4,0 e FOP

4. Fold in the middle so that the pocket is on

the inside.

5. Your name and a title for your folder DATA

should be put on the front cover

like this.

1*N

4".!,

your
name

AMML ...au. es 0.0.

SQ1-4



Lyisaring the Median'and the Average

In the example on card 2, the data on attendance was:

Monday - 25 students

Tusday - 20 students

Wednesday - 24 students

Thursday - 23 students

Friday - 3 students

The median is 23 students.

3 students, 20 students, 23 students, 24 students, 25 students

/

median

The mean is 3 + 20 + 23 + 24 + 25 95 = 19 students
5

Which number of students, 23 or 19, would you use to plan a bus

trip, or seating in a lunch room? Would you ask for a bus that

has exactly the median number of seats? Exactly the mean number

of seats?

SQl -5



"How To" Cards

HOW TO CONNECT SEVERAL

THINGS TO ONE SOURCE OF ELECTRICITY

(Revised July 1972)

c.

Unified Science and Mathematics for Elementary Schools
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CARD 1

Adding a Second Bulb in Series

You may want to add a second bulb or a buzzer to your circuit. These

cards will show you several ways of doing it.

Build the two circuits in the pictures.* The second picture shows

the bulbs connected in series.

Bulos Connected
in Series

What happens to the brightness of one bulb when a second bulb is added?

Can you think of a reason why this happens?

Find a way to connect the two bulbs'so that they do not get dimmer.

Draw a schematic picture showing how you did it. (Card 2 tells you

how to make a folder to hold your drawingt.)
* In this set of cards schematics are ued. See "How to Draw

Electrical Things and Electric Circuits Quickly".

01.
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CARD 2

Mlkino rold.y to H,11,! Drawinas ,ni Q-9orts

You 111 i.ont to 11'../6ur drawings i;:oorts in a safe place.

You can make a fel(!cr !.)ing 1.1c. it Hils yGu be*:ow.

Cut a picol o: so th,it it

is 6 i ti}i H ; L.

(44

2. Cut anoth.;T pit1(:o so that it is 12 inches wide
and 18 in%hos luny.

3. Put the to piecos tor:Ith,-:r with tape. Look at.

the picturo bcluw.

S. go.

...papur tapo--, /

.0"

4. Fold in thr r:icic!12 so that t pocket is on
the insi.

5. Put C.-.? titl ! yol;r cn thc front
Luuk at the piLura.

An6-?



Addin a Second Bulb in Parallel

CARD 3

'Does your drawing look-like one of ti'le pictures below? All the

pictures show the bulbs connecteJ in parallel,

Du bs Connecte6 in

arallel

\
Bulbs Connected *,

I. in rarallel

(

Fahnestock

cltp

'oin
hree.

wlreK

f-

Bulbs Connected in
Parallel

Wsaw arrows in your picture to show how the 6lectricity flows

through one bulb. .s/

Does the electricity have to go through one bulb.to get to the secorld ).

iirdw arrows or d picture of a circuit with bulbs connected in series

to snw the electricity flows.

tno RA.r.:,11.1el_ connections the same? How are they different.

/

(
tn r! series corrections?

Arrows to shoo how the'electnicity can go t;..ilirough

tho seconk! Nilb when two bulbs are connected in parallel.
C f

AD6-3
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.CAR:b 4

is

The Amount of Flow of Electricity.

li.21211.2.L.gisadits

Does your drawing (from Card 3) show several arrow paths through:

the battery?

Look at the pictUres to ,see how the electricity flows in a ;t5c-wies

connettion and in a parallet.connection.

tv"

3ulbs Connected in S.eries . liulbs Connected in Parallel

°C

Any electrial gadget (bulb, bu.!zer, bell) reduces the amount of

Cie'ctricity'ih its path: The more gadgets in one path the less

the ariount.of electricity. When two pulbs are in one path, they

3

Will be di;', 7hey i:ake only half the electricity from Ihe battery,

.)110 tmit)

.

y4nen eA,.n rave their own path'(connected in paral.lel)

the, ',ill 1),:, I- twi.:ht as in a ale bulb circuit.- They take twice

frow the hattery as a one bulb circuit.

>

AD6-4
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Puttifigjhree Bulbs in Parallel

'

CARD 5

Can you connect three bulbs in a circuit, with one battery so that

they are all bright?

Draw a schematic pitture that shows how you did,it.

The picture below shows one way of doing it. .

4.7 'le-. 4'. 14- 4-"" 41-
+ - :II: f

. o-IPP -30

Electricity Paths from One Batterfor Bulbs in Parallel

rile bulbs may become dim quicKly. The battery, is using tts electri-
.

city three times fa,ster for three paths of electricity than for one

path. (1 bulb circuit.)

You can connect )iree batteries in parallel'as in the picture below

to 'flake extra elife

1---v

tricity.

...._. .......... .:-......... v!-- < (....- 4:-- .:-- -:.-- 4. . -..--

14" tr"... 41`'''' Ie."' Ort'...
''''''

lir"4". - < <---)
li. cr... 4LC"'''' ik----4

11) 1

CU.'.
it

'1

Liv-C..,--., --x-- -,
it

---.4 --), 3
7-4 -) -I.>

ElPctricitv PAthq from flatteries for Bulbs in Parallel

how would 'you add more batteries toak e. t?v bulbs even brighter?

AD6-5



C4RD 6

Makiaa Bulb Burn Brighter

Sometinies it yGu naye,many electrical things in your circuit, they

will not work right. The bulbs will'be dim or the buzzer won't work.

Can you think of a way to put more electricity in the circuit?

Look at the pictures 'below.

1. Which.circuit will make a dim light?
2. Which will make a brighter light?
3. which will make the brightest light?

40_

6uild the cirLuits dnd find out if you were right.

When the s*time path of electricity goes through several batteries,

they 1rP unnnected in series. Draw arrow paths through your circuits

to 1PO If tiw LIttorio', are connected 11) series. taution: Too many

bittprle's wIll burn out bulbs and other things.



CARD 7

Workinc Two Bulbs One at a Time

Sooutimes you may want to turn one bulb (or buzzer) on and off but have

the other bulb stay on.

Connect a switch in a circuit with two bulbs and a. battery so that

it turns only one bulb offi and on.

Draw a schematic picture that shows how you did it.

The pi cture bel ow shows one way to do i t.

On-Off Switch for Only One Bulb

Can you connect another switch in the circuit to turn the other

bulb on ano off?



CARD 8

usifuj a Master Switch

A waster switch turns all the bulbs in a circuit on and off.

Connect a switch to your ciycuit so that it turns both bulbs on

and off.

Draw a schematic picture that shows how you did it.

The picture below shows one way to do it.

-0/

A

Circuit with Master Switch

Can you use some of the ideas from these cards in your burglar

alarms:'

AD6-8



"How To" Cards

HOW. TO DRAW ELECTRICAL.THINGS

AND ELECTRIC CIRCUITS QUICKLY

(revised July, 1972)

Unified Science and Mathematics for Elementary Schools



Schematics
41,

- It takes too much time,to draw a bulb or a bell every time.

Short quick pictures can be used insted to stand for the

real thing. These quick pictures are called schematiCs.

LOok at the pictures below. They are schematic drawings.

011111111111 11,11111.1111PINWP

ILL

batterY (in holder).

aumisermoC:11~=11.111

bulb (in socket)

bell or.buzzer

switch (open)

wire

two wires connecting

two wires not connecting

AD8-1



Using Schematic Drawings
a_slinansiBuild Circuits

CARD 2

,The pictu"res below are schematic drawings of three circuits.

Design and build a circui your own.

Can you design a circuit that could be a burglar alarm? See

"How to Make a Simple Burglar Alarm."

Draw a picture of it using circuit schematics.

°See Card 2 in "How to Make a Simple Burglar Alarm" to make a

folder to .keep your drawing in.

AD8-2
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"How To;', Cards

wt.

HOW TO DRAW EQUILATERAL TRIANGLES, SQUARES,

AND REGULAR PENTAGONS USING DOT PATTERN SHEETS

(revised July, 1972)

Unified Science and Mathematics for Elementary. Schools
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An equilateral triangle is a figure with three equal

straight sides and three equal angles.

Ask your teacher for a large sheet of heavy paper which

has dots on it like this:

e

Is 4 * et

* o * *

Use a pencil and a ruler to draw straight lines between the

dots so that equilateral triangles are formed.

Cut out one of the triangles. Can you fold it to check

whether the angles are equal? If the angles are not equal

maybe you have the wrong sheet. Or, maybe you Connected

the wrong dots.



nliallialL2m_Eqmilateral Triangles

Cut out some equilateral triangles and tape the edges

together to form a solid shape. .This solid5hape is one

kind of polyhedron.

Can you make different polyhedrons by making a different

number of triangles meet at A corner?

Can you draw a pattern of several triangles on your dot

sheet? Cut out your whole pattern. Make a polyhedron by

folding some edges between the triangles. Tape the other

edges together.

How many different polyhedrons for dice can you make

using equilateral triangles for faces?

Can you connect the dots to make a figure that is not an

equilaterial triangle?

Can flu make polyhedrons from this figure?

0,4



prawinq laares

A square is a figure with fourequal sides and four equal angles.

A

114. IN. 4...111.01.1.,- -*

11

Ask your teacher for a large sheet of heavy paper which has

dots on it like this:

e

0

*

o 0 0

4 a

Use a pencil and a ruler to draw straight lines between the

.,

dots so that squares are formed.

Cut out one of the squares. Can you Told it to check whether

the angles are equal?

DD2-3



Making Dice from Squares

a

'Cut out some squares and tape the edges together to form

a solid shape.. This is another kind of polyhedron.

Can you draw a pattern of several squares on youi dot,

pattern sheet? Cut out your whole pattern. Make a

.solid shape by fold.ing some edges between the squares.

Tape the other edges together.

Can you make different polyhedrons for dice using squares

as faces?

DD2-4



A regular pentagon,is a figure with five equal sides and five

Ask your tea(rer for a large sheet of heavy paper whichllas

dots on it like .this:

O C

S 0

Use a pencil and ruler to draw straight lines between the

dots so that pentagons are formed.

Cut out cne of "the pentagons. '-Can you fold it to check

whether the angles are equal? Can you use two pentagons

to check if pie angles are equal?,

CP*,
I

DOM



: :

z

Maki ng Dice 12:01.2tailLaritasprji

Cut out some regular pentagons and tape the edges'together_

to form a solid shape. This is another kind of polyhedron.

Can you draw a pattern of several pentagons on your dot

pattern sheet? Cut out your whole pattern. Make # poly-

hedron by folding some edges between the pentagon. Tape

the other edges together.

Can you make different polyhedrons for dioe using

pentagons as faces?

v

002-6
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44.

,4)

-

^

Mitlim2.4se from a Mixture of

Try making different polyhedrons by using a mixture of

your figures .

Do you think that these polyhedrons could be used for

fair dice in games?

DD2 -2
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"How To" Cards

HOW TO CONSTRUCT AN EQUILATERAL

TRIANGLE

Unified Science and Mathematics for Elementary SchoofS."
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An equilateral triangle has three equal sides and three equal

angles.

Needed: pencil pencil compass
paper .old magazine
ruler

Place a magazine under the paper. With a ruler you can draw a

line segment AB 2 inches long*.

A

Using a pencil compass place the compass point at A and the

pencil point at B. Being careful not to change the distance

between the compass point and the pencil point, draw a curve

(arc) above the middle of the line.

put compassio-

point hererA

N(draw this arc

t-\put pencti

B point.here

*The segment should be the length you want for a side of the

triangle, The length of side should be the same for all polygons.

D03-1



Without changing the way the compass is sets place the compass point

on 8 and draw a second arc crossing the first one. Label the

crossing point C.

C

><Cdraw this arc

A
put compass point here

With a ruler draw a line from A to C and a line from B to C.

draw draw this
this line-7

A

How many sides does an equilateral triangle huve? Are the sides

equal? How many angles does it have? Are the angles equal?

Check the sides and angles by cutting,out the triangle and folding

it in different ways.

DD3-2



"How To" Cards

HOW TO CONSTRUCT A SQUARE

Unified Science and Mathematics for Elementary Schools



A square has four equal sides and four equal angles1

Needed: pencil
paper
ruler

pencil compass
old mavazine

Place the magazine under the paper. With a ruler draw a line

across the paper.

4.10110, 11r

Mark off, near the center of the line, a line segment AB 2"

long*.

A
airmurrommsre.

*The segment should be the length you want for a side of the

square. The length of side should be the same for all polygons.

DD4-1



To construct a right angle at A, do what cards 2 and 3 tell you.

(If you already know how to construct a right angle, skip to' .

card 4.)

Using a pencil compass, put the compass point on A and the pencil

point at any other point on the line between A and B.

Draw two arcs which cross the line and label the crossing

points rand Y.

put compass put pencil
p6int point here

4./

V
aw these
arcs

Now put, the compass point on X and the pencil point on any

point between A and Y and draw an arc above.point A:

\4-- draw thi s arc

put compass 'put pencil point here
point here

411.M...
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Keeping the same setting on the compass, put the compass point

on Y and draw an arc which crosses the first arc. Label the

crossing point Z.

20((di.aw this arc

A

put compass
Lepoint here

4

With a ruler draw c line from A through Z. This line makes a

right angle with line AB.

draw this line
4-0

DD4-3



Using the compass, put the compass point on A and the pencil

quint on B.

Draw an arc crossing line AZ. Label the crossing point C.

he" draw this arc

AIS\ B

put compass put pencil
point here point here

- I

,4"!?

DD4-4



10eping the compass set the same way, puethe compass point on

C and draw an arc above B.

put compass
point here

1

4rdraw this
arc

A

Without changing the way the compass is set, put the compass point

on B and draw an arc crossing the last arc. Label the crossing

point D.

0 draw this
arc

put compass
(point here

o V B DD4- 5
)



' With a ruler draw,lines from C to D and from D to.B.

draw. this I ine

draw this
1 ine

. How many sides does a square have? Are the sides equal?

How many angles does a square have? Are the angles equal?

lieck the sides and angles by cutting out the square and

folding it, in different ways.

0D4-6



"How To" Cards

HOW TO MEASURE ANGLES
(Revised July 1972)

:!-.

Unified Science and Mathematics for Elementary Schools
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,

CAiilD 1

Angles Measure the "Corners" of Figures

A good way to describe the shape of a figure is to tell about

its "corners" or anglest

Look at the figures in the picture.

A

A

Square
A

Equilateral Triangle Right Isosceles Triangle

A

Squares have four equal sides. Equilateral triangles have three

equal sides. Isosceles triangles have two equal sides.'

What can you say about the angles of the figures?

Use some precut figures to compare the angles. If you don't

have precut figures, you can make .iour own figures. You can

use "How To" Cards to find out how to draw squares and equila-

teral triangles. How can you make.a right isosceles triangle

from a square?

1
Which angles in the figures in the pictures are the largest?

Which are the smallest? Which are in between in size?

MT4-1



8E9les Measure the Amount of Turn

CARD 2

An angle is a measure of the amount of turn a pointer makes

when the end of it moves from one point to another.

"'For example:

Poillt your arm towar the front of the classroom.

Now move your arm until it points toward the windows.

The angle between the two positions is a measure of

the amount of turn. Look at the picture.

Windows

Front

MT4-2
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Measuring Angles

CARD 3

How can you make an instrument which measures angles?

Draw a sketch of yolk idea and construct your instrument in

the Design Lab.

If you need help in designing an instrument, see Card 4.

0



t.

The Straiaht Line Angle

Point your arm toward.one wall. Now move your arm until it

is pointing toward the opposite wall. The two spots you pointed

at are on the same straight line. Look at the picture.

a
If you -move your arm around so it points toward the first wall

.again you make a complete circle. Look at the picture.

t

What part of a whole turn is the angle of a straight line?

How many half turns are in a whole turn?

titt4 -4
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CARD 5

plarkim Right'Angles on a ProtractOr

One instrument which will help you measure angles is called a

protractor. The next few cards explain how to make a protractor.

First, cut out a circle about 6" in diameter. Put a dot in the

center of the circle. Look at the picture.

Then find some squares or rectangles - shapes that have 4 equal angles.

Make sure that the angles are equal.

Place the tip of one square at the center of the circle. Look

at the picture.

Place the tips of other squares at the center of the circle,

so the squares just touch each other. Do not put the squares

on top of each other.

How many corners of squares fit together at the center of the circle?

Draw lines on the circle along the edges of all the squares.

Draw the lines all the way altli'o the edge of the circle.

MT4-5



Understanding Right Angles

Look at the picture.

Your protractor should look like that now. The tips of four

squares meet at the center of the circle.

,The angle at the corner of a square is called a right angle.

Look at the picture of a square.

Right
angles

lIsS. Right
angles

How many right angles have you marked on your protractor?

What fraction of a circle (a complete turn) is one right angle?

I Al MT4-6
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How can you make a half right angle?

One way to make a half right angle is to fold a square crosswise.

Look at the picture.

CARD 7

fold along
diagonal

fs

half right
angle.

Why is the triangle you have made called a right isosceles

triangle? (See Card 1 for more about isosceles triangles.)

Place your half right angle on'your protractor with the tip

at the center and one edge along one of the lines.

Move the half right angle around the circle, keeping one edge

on a line. ,

How many half right angles can you fit around the center of

your protractor?

Draw lines on your protractor along the edge of the half right

angle as you move it around./ 9raw the line from the center to

the edge of the circle. MT4-1



Underktandinglialf_RitIlales

Look at the picture.

Your protractor should now look like that now.

There are 8 half right angles on your protractor. What fraction

of a circle (a complete urn) is a half right angle?

Can you think of another way to make a half right angle?

Can you think of a way to mark other angles?

M14-8
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CARD 9

One way to mark smaller angles on your protractor is to use the

"corner" of an equilateral triangle. An equilateral triangle

has three equal sides and :three equal angles. (See Card 1). ,

Place the.tip of an equilateral triangle at the center of your

protractor with one edge along a line.

Move the triangle around the circle, keeping one edge on a line.

How many corners of equilateral triangles can you fit around

the center of your protractor?

Draw lines on your protractor along the edges of the triangle,

as you move it around. Draw the lines from the center to the

edge of the circle.

MT4- 9



Undestandinq Small An les

Look atthe picture.

Your protractor should look like that now.

There are 24 small angles on your protractor,

What fraction of a circle (a complete turn) is one small

angle?

MT4-10



CARD 11

Understanding Degrees

AP

Many years ago the Egyptians thought that the sun took a year

to go around the earth. They also thought that there were

360 days in a year. So, they divided circles into 360 angles

and called each angle a degree.

If a circle or one complete turn has 360. degrees, how many

degrees does a right angle have? Remember a right angle is

1/4 of a circle.

How many degrees does a half right angle have? Remember a

half right angle is 1/8 of a circle.

How many degrees does your small angle have?

Remember your small angle is 1/24 of a circle.

How many degrees does a straight line angle have?

Remember, a straight line angle is 1/2 of a circle.

MT4-11
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CARD 12

Using Your Protractor
to Draw Angles

You can use your protractor to draw angles in this way.

Make a small hole in the center of your protractor.

Make it just big enough to put the point of your pencil

through. Tut your protractor on a piece of paper and hold

it' firmly in one place. Put a dot on the paper through the

hole in the protractor. Then pick out which lines on the

protractor mark off the angle you want to draw. Put a dot

on the paper at the end of each line. Look at'the picture.

It shows how to make the dots for a 900 angle (1/4 of a circle.)

After you make the dots, take away the protractor and use a

ruler to connect the dot in the center with the two other dots.

1 L'u

Make another angle which is equal to 118 of a circle (45°).

Make another angle which is equal to 1/6 of a circle (60°).

1 (1') MT4-12
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CARD 13

Using Your Protractor to Find

If you want to find the-height of a building or a tree or

a hill., you will need tb measure a sighting angle as shown

in the picture. A set of "How Tb" Cards-tells you how tw

do it.

sightina angle

- D4 0
D (4 c:r 0

E3 0 O.
q 13

VD Cl 0
(1 u do En 0

o 0 0 ,

Measuring the Height of.a Tall Buildirig with

Open, Level Grouna'Beside it

acvk

MT4-13
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CARD 14

Using Your Protractor to Find.
How tluch a Road Curves

If you want to find how much a road curves, you.will need

to measure sighting angles as shown in pie picture. A set'

of "How To" cards tells you how to do it.

.4°
sightipeangle

Measuring How Much a Road Curves

Card 15 tells you how to make a folder to hold your data

sheets, pictures, and reports.

t!.
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Making a Folder to Hold ,

Data Sheets Pictures, and Reports

CARD 15

You will want to keep all your data sheets, pictures, and

reports in a safe place.

You can nii(e a folder like this.

1. Cut a piece of construction paper so that it
is 6 'inches wide and 18 inches long.

2. Cut another piece so that it is 12 inches wide
and 18 inches long.

3. Put the two pieces together with tape. Look
at the picture below.

x-
Oers,.. -=.1.a... 14.1.1...

Ii
le

a_

etl

4.41

poqkc t

,--papor tapc, /

- 1-* .°

4. Fold in the middle so that the pocket
is on the inside.

5. Put the title and your name on the
front cover. Look at the picture.

...1.1........ ...tam..

How To
1 Measure Angles

your
namo

-1=.111.m.,. *MO.. t
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HOW TO FIND THE HEIGHT
/-

OF A BUILDING-OR A TREE

(revised July, (972)

Unified Science and Mathematics for Elementary Schools
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itintini_80.11411alarements

When you are making scale models.you may want to put in trees,

buildings, or othertall objects which are hard to measure. Or

you may need to know the height of a building or tree for some

other reason.

These cards'tell about a way to find the height of a building or a

tree even if you can't measure it directly.

Oraw a rough picture of the .building or tree you want to measure.

Show the ground on one side of it. Pick the side that is most

.level and open.

Look at the picture below. It shows a building and the ground on

one side of it.

house street walk building
Can you think of any measurements you could make? Make a picture like

the one on this card and matk the measurements you could make on your

picture.

Card 11 tells you how to make a folder to hold your pictures and any

measurements you make, later.

1 9 1..-rIlir
.t41"3.1
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inding Possible Measurecents

id You mark any. lirge distances?

you mark

Kave_you, ever

Elave .you ever

If you haven'

cards you can

Can you think

the .height. of

Some distance

any :Ogles?

measured large distances?

measured angles?

t measured large distances or ang!ess there are Hoyi To"

use that explainhow to measure both .

,

how measuring distances and angles might hell) You. fi,nd

a building?

s and angles you could measure are marked on the picture.

street A

A

B wal k C butlding

IKitMIN iliMl IMMO 111E1111MM! 11111.11111110 PI I I OM I I I MI IOil

Which of the distances measured on the ground would be the same as the

height of a building?

41f

What is the angle between that distance and an imaginary line drawn to---
'y

the top of the building?

`

MT3-2
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Thinking, About Ground Distance and Building Height

Draw a line-across the bottom of.a piece of paper to stand:for:the

9round.

At one end of the "ground" line draw another line going straight

up to stand for the building. A

building

Mark off an equal distance.on both lines. Start at the corner where'-,

they meet. Measure up to show building height ind measure across to

show ground distance.

ground distance

If the two distances are the same, then,

1

building
height

building height = ground distance

Go to the next card for more about this.

.MT363
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Using les..to Find the Height of a Buildin

. Draw a triangie by connecting_the end points of the two distances.

Use a protractor to measure the angle on the,ground away from the

building. Thii angle is the sighting angle.

sighting
angle

buildipg
height,

..

*

ground distance

Do you need help making a protractor or measuring the angle? See

the set of "How To" cards on measuring angles if you do..

What did the sighting angle on your picture measure?

The sighting angle is always 450 when the building height and the

ground distance are the same.

So an easy way to' find the height of a tcll object is to make an

imaginary triangle with a sighting angle of 45°. Then when you

measure the ground distance, you also find the height of the object.

Now think about the real building or the real tree you want to '

measure.

What measurements should you make?
MT3-4
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Destgning and Constructing.Measurino Tools

Design a tool to help you measure large distances., If you need help)

see. the "How To" cards on measuring.large distances.

Design a tool to help you measure angles outside so you can make

imaginary triangles. This is one possible design.

You sight along the top of the arm but read the angle along the

bottom cf the arm. This difference is not important if the build-

ing or tree is tall.

131 MT3-5



Making Measurements to Find Heights

Now.you can use you/' lobls to make Sighting angle, measurementi and.

ground distance measUrements outside.

sighting angle

44

tall object

4r-4
groLind distance

Here is how to make an.Waginary triangle so you can find the

height of a building. Take your angle finder outside. Keep both

arms of the angle finder together. Point the top arm toward the.

base of t' building and adjust the clamping bar so that it points

directly down to the ground.

Go right on to the next card.

1 3

C:1

11 oon
,r2

amoUNIN8 INIImmarlNINswan
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Now point the top arm.of the angle finde r. toward the top of the

'bui1ding.

Move toward or away from the building until the sighting arm of your

instrument is at a 45° angle from the Hgroundll arm!.

so"
doe

sighting angle WNW *NM

Finally, measure the level distance to the building from that point.

If the sighting angle is 450, the building height is equal to the

ground distance.

What if you can't move far enough away from the buildim to get a

45° sighting angle?

Can you find other angles that4would make triangles that are easy

to work with?

Try miking small triangles with sides of different lengths so the

i

ratio
(r kmildingleigtt

is an "easy" fraction or whoJe number. Then
ground distance

measure the sighting angle on the tlinle.
MT3-7
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Finding Heights When Itteilsit t 45°

You can use the ground distance measurement to find the height of

the building even if the sighting angle is not 45°.

** If the sighting angle is 45° the height equals the grotind distance.

If you use another sighting angle, then the height equals,the ground-,

distance times the ratio (buildin hei ht) you .found when you made
growl distance

a

small triangles with other angles.

Height ot ground distance X .building heiQht
gound distance

A.40
found using other angles

For example, suppose you made a triangle with the building height

twice as long as the ground distance and you ,found that the sighting

angle was about 600. You can.then use. a 60° sighting angle outside

and multiply the ground distance by 2 to get the building height.

If you have trouble with this way for figuring the height, see card

9 for another way.

MT3-8
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'Figure the Height of Tall Objects

Another way to.figure the height of the building is to:

1.. Decide on a sighting angle, use your angle findersand
measure ,the ground distance.

Draw the ground line to seale across a piece of paper.
If you need help see,"How To" cards on scaling.

3. Draw another line up and down at one end of the ground
line.to show the building.

4. Mark off your sighting angle at the other end of the
ground line.

5. Make a triangle by' drawing the angle line long enough
to touch the building line.

sighting /
angle de

ground line
to scale

1
height line

Measure.the length of the height line from the ground
line up to the sighting angle line.

7. Calculate the actual height of the building by using
your scale. -

Can you think of other ways to find the height of the butlding? Is

your way easier? Try out your way, if you think it is easier:

MT3 -9 44.



Finding, Heights When the

Ground Distance is Hard to Measulfie
.4.

Some buildings may be placed so you can not measure the ground distance

right up to the foot of the building.

The ground around the building may not be level or open.

The building may be on a hill or near a stream.

Draw a sketch of the building and the ground on one side of it. .

Pick the side that is most level and open.

See Card 1.,

Look for measurements you ican make and ways to use them to figure the

height of the building.

Ask your teacher for help if you need it.

136 MT3-10
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You will want to keep all your data sheets, pictures, and repprts

in a 'safe place.

You can make a folder 'Me this.
.

1. Cut a piece of construction paper so that it ii
6 inches wide and 18 inchet long.

A

Cut another piece so that itt is 12:-inches wide
and 18 inches long. "

3. Put the two piecei.tOgether with tape. Look at'.
the picture below.

Pe4000.011001...ftwoo... 13" 0..0mr eems)11
0=.11=0.04%000 .001Wed00,

t--.....b.:.....r AM . .0.00 aglow 0. 010.
0.00.0V........ Mati, .1011.01010+ 4 us 0. ...001.010:1,k. 0 wont 1

I 1...paper tapq --,- V' _.-. .
0 . 4. 4- -

C

4. Fold in the middle so that the pocket is
on the inside.

5. Put the title and your name on the front
cover. Look at the picture.

'MT3-11 your
name
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HOW TO MEASURE LARGE' DISTANCES

(revised July, 1972)

1
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Unified Science and Mathematics for Elementary Schools
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There are.many different ways to measure. There are many

different tools to measure with. Always as': yourself, "What

is the best tool to use to measure this?"

Here are some questions for you to think about.

1. How can we measure large distances - the width of a streetor
the length of a football field?

2. How can we measure small distances - the width of your
desk, or the height of a door?

3. How can we measure very small distances - the thickness
of a pad of paper?

4. How can we measure long pertods of time - the time you
spend in school?

, 5 How can we measure short periods of time - the time it
/ Aakes you to cross the street?

This set of, cards shows you how to measure large distances. Other

sets show you howto measure other things.

MT2-1
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Eusuring_aistatLim

Let's look at lines - a short straightline, a long straight line,

and a curved line.

A. JIUtantanohtunt.a....___

What kind of measuring tool would you uSe to measure the
.width of your desk? What other tools could you use?

B. The Long Strainght Line

,

What kind of tool would you use to measure the length
of a football field?. What other tools could you use?

, .0(--....\

The Curved Line ,
.

.

.

-

What kind of tool would you use to measure the distance
around a circle?

Did you suggest using the same tools for all three things?

Did you suggest using different ones? Would you use a ruler to

measure your desk? Would you use a ruler to measure a foot-

ball field? Would you use a ruler to measure a circle? Why

are som tools better for measuring some things and aher tools

better for measuring other things?

Some tools used to measure distance along lines are listed below.

Can you name more?

ruler, rope, string, yardstick, tape measure, trundlewheel

See the next card to find out about trundlewheels.

140 MT2-2
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CARD 3

Look.ata trundlewheel or the following sketch of trundlewhee
_ .

CO'r 41A4

.1

What could you use the,trundleWheel for?

How do you use a trundlewheel?

Do you think it gives an accurate measurement?

If you are sure you know how to use a trundlewheel, then go right

ahead and use it. If you want to know more about it, see the

next card..
$1"2..3
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CARD
"

iiHow Does a Trundlewheel Work?

The trundlewheel is a tool used to measure large,distances.

yush it along the distance you want to measure.

A trundlewheel

has three main parts: handle

wheel

clicker

Find these parts on your trundlewheel or on the sketch.

Push your trundlewheel across the room.

Do you hear it click?

Why does it click?

What do the clicks mean?

MT2 -4
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Nhen the wheel turns, the screw hits a piece of metal on the

handle. Look at the picture on card 3. Each time the screw hits

the metal piece, it makes a click. Each time there is a click,

the wheel has made one complete turn.

The distance 'around the outside of some trOndlewheels is 'three

feet. So everytime we hear a click, the trundlewheel has moved

three feet, or one yard, because three feet equals one yard.

3rd foot

2nd foot

st foot

If we flattened the wheel, it would look like a yardstick. Look
at.the pictures.

Tirfal-1-271TTO-61-4-11717Cior

A trundlewheel does not have to measure exactly three feet. All'
3

e'

you need to know is the distance it does measure. How can you find

this out?
113
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et s use the trundlewheel t

Before you start, make sure that the screw on the wheel touches

the metal piece on the handli when the wheel turns. You 'want t

be sure that there is a click every time the wheel makes a com-

plete turn.,

r.,

Measure the length or width of a room.

1. Start yoyr trundiewheel at one side of the room.

2. Roll it to the opposite Vide of the room. Be sure to

count the clicks!

3. Write down the number of clicks. This is the distance

in whole yards. If you want a more accurate measurement,

start your trYndrewheel with the zero mark on the floor.

Push the trundlewheel across the room and then write down

the mark that is on the floor when vou finish. This is

the number of inch& left over. Add the number'of inches

to the number of whole yards.

,

ti
%If your truridlewheel does not measure'a yard in each turn you will

have to make a correction. Card 7 shows you how to do it.

MT2 -6
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; .'UsingLarger or Smaller Trundlewheels

.Your trundlewhiel :mairneasurt,moye than one yard' in .one turn.

CARD -.7 .

1

It may measure less than one_yard in one' tu.rn.,_Akre_i_i_one way

to figure out the distance when you know the number cif 'turns.

Multiply the number of turns by the distance each

turn measures.

Example: Your trundlewheel measures 30 inches in each turn.
It turns 10 times going across a room.

.

distance across room r,% 30 inches per turn x 10 :turns

= 300 inches

,

There is another way ,to figure out the distance yitah.your

truhdlewheel measures more or less than one yard. If you

want to .know more about it, see Card 8.

MT2-7
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To Use L&rer or Smaller Trulëwheels

Write down the number of clicks. This is the distance ,in,"whole

---,-yards"-.----figure out-how many -inches- more --or lessthan -one .yard

0

,.

your tryndlewheel measures.

Multipjy the number of clicks by that number of inches.

If your trundlewheel measures more than a yard, add this

amount to the number of "whole yards".

If-your'trundlewheel measures less than a yard, subtract

this amount from the number of "whole yards".

Example: Your trundlewheel meapres 2 inches less than a yard.

It makes 48 'clicks going acrois a street.' aecause it measures

less than a yard, the trundlewheel takes more turns to .get.across

the street. Therefore the distance in number of "whole yards" is

too great.
0

distance in "whOle yards" = 48 yards
,

distance too great = 2 inches per turn x 48 tiirns 'm 96 inches

distance across street = 48 yards - 96 inches
= 48 yards - 2 yards 24 inches
= 46 yards and 2 feet.

Be sure you write down your measurements and keep them, so you'll

have them when you want to use them.

The.next. card tells you how to make a folder for your data sheets

and reports.

116
.1
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Making a Folder to Hold Data Sheets) Diarams and Rep9rts

You will want to keep all your data and reports in a safe place.

You can make a folder like this.

1. Cut a piece of construction paper so that it
is 6 inches wide and 18 inches long.

2. Cut another piece so that it is 12 inches wide
and 18 inchts long.

3. Put the two pieces together with tape. Look at
the picture below.

144: ,..1.,. - g . Ir WOK 1
*. .....mse,...* 41 090.....

1

of
(NI

1

pocike t

0 . r,. Dam.. . *0 s". ....... ow.* 14.0. .....A
AO .papor

0.
alp

4. Fold in the middles() that the pocket is
on the inside.

5. Put the title and your name on the front
cover. Look at the picture.

1 4

4.`
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"How To" Cards

HOW TO USE A STOPWATCH

(revised July, 1972)

-46

Unified Science and Mathematics for Elementary Schools
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HOW TO WORK A STOPWATCH

First, let's learn to work the stopwatch. :

Look at it, try it, and answer the questions.

1. How many buttons are on your stopwatch?

2. How do you start the watch?

3. How do you stop the watch?

4. How do you start the watch on zero again?

5. You have to wind a stopwatch just like you wind some other
clocks and watches. How do you wind the stopwatch?

Now, let's learn what the stopwatch does.

119

0

VC.
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A STOPWATCH MEASURES TIME

A stopwatch is a measuring tool; it measures something.

CARD 2

'A ruler measures distance. A scale measures weight. What does

a stopwatch measure?

I '

Let's talk about time. Look at the drawing of the time line.

ectInd

o sec,
0 F77 04

60 sec°
OP

rn

1. How many seconds are in one minute?

2. How many seconds ere in 1 1/2 minutes?

3. How many seconds are. in 2 minutes?

Do you know that there are 3,600 seconds in 1 hour?

2

Let's think about seconds.

How long is a second? Not very long at all because you can blink

your eyes open and shut once in about a second.

1541
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THE STOPWATCH AND THE TIME LINE

A stopwatch is like a time line rolled into a circle.

look at a 60-second stopwatch.

Now, let's stretch it out.

0(so) 6 /0 /.5- Ao 24 .30 .36° i#0 *5 So .57r

CARD 3

Let's

Answer the questions.

1. The biggest lines are counting by 's.

PS,

2. The next biggest lines,are counting by 's.

3. How many seconds in all are there on the time line?

4. Put your finger on the line for:

a) 10 seconds

b) 45 seconds

c) 7 seconds

d) 33 seconds

I.

4

040)

e
..t

;
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CARD 4

DIFFERENT RT6WATCHES U E DIFERENT TIME LINES

Let's look at another stopwatch. ,

Answer the qUestions.
's4

1. The biggest lines are cOunting by 's.

2. The littlest lines are counting by 's..

3. How rriany'secondsin all are,there on this stopwatch?

1,3

Different stopwatches, use different time lines,. Sometimes they have

60 seconds in all and scmetimes they have 30 seconds,in all. You

have to figure out what kind of timeline your stopwatch has.

Ii MT1-4
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DRAWING A PICTURE *OW YOUR STOPWATCH

Look at ihe drawings.

Does your stopwatch look like

this?

0

CARD:5

or this?

Drawyour stopwatch on a piece of paper. Show all the lines,

numhprs, and buttons.

Draw your-watch's time line.

What are'the lines counting byT

Some stppwatches.have'two hands. One 'hand is a fast hand. The

other hand is a Slow hand.

How many hafids does your stopwatch have?

MT1-5
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TELLING SECONDS ON A STOPWATCH

CARD 6

Set the stopwatch at zero. Start it running.

Look at the fast hand moving around the watch.

- Do you think that it measures hours? Why not?

- Do you think it measures minutes? Why not?

- Can you guess what part of time it measures?

- How many lines does the fast hand cover in the /ime it takes to

blink your eyes? Try it!

- Has the hand moved from one line to the next line?

If your answer is yes, your stopwatch shows.whole seconds.

Has the hand moved past several lines?

If the answer is yes, your stopwatch shows Emts of seconds.

-.It takes the second hand 1 second to move from one line to

andther line of the same kind on a stopwatch. Which lines on

your watch show I second?

Parts of seconds are shown by a different kind of line -

darker, longer or shorter than the kind of line used for seconds.

If the fast hand goes all around the watch once, how many seconds

have passed? (Count each second as it passes if you are not sure.).

MT1 -6



TELLING MINUTES ON A STOPWATCH

CARD 7

If ;our. watch has two hands, answer the question's:

1. Do both hands move,at the same speed?

2. Which hand moves faster?

3. When the fast hand goes all around the watch once, how far does

the slow hand move?

4. How many times does the fast hand have to go around the watch to'

make the slow hand move 1? Why?

(How many seconds are in one minute?)

5. What does the slow hand measure?

6. How many minutes in all are shown on your stopwatch?

7. How does.your stopwatch silow minutes?

a) Do minutes.have a little dial of their'own on the watch?

b) Do they use the same numbers and lines the seconds do?



a

USING A STOPWATCH

'CARD 8

Make a \list.of the things you think or know people use stopwatches for.

Why is it\petter to use a stopwatch to time something instead of an .

ordinary clOck?

Pick something to'time With the stopwatel.

below. Record your data on paper.

a. walking all the way around a.room

Some ideas are listed -

b. walking the length of a corridor or hall

c. walking.up 1 flight of stairs

d. walking up 2 flights of stairs

e. walking up 3 flights of stairs

f. reading one page of a book

g. reading one paragraph of a book

h. reading one line of a book

i. spinning a penny until it stops

j. tossing a penny from hand to air tb hand

Always record your data and keep it so you will have it to look back

at when you need it. The next card tells how to make a folder to hold

your, data sheets, diagrams, and reports.

15(3
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CARD 9

Making a.aider to HolitatELksia rw_g_ ja a nd FREo_ts

You will want to keep all your data and reports in a safe place.

You can make a folder like this.

1. Cut a piece of construction paper so that it is 6
inches wide and 18 inches long.

2. Cut another piece so that it is 12 inches wide and
18 inches long.

3. Put the bac pieces together with tape. Look at the
picture below.

ei I

ol
4.41Mmlosysore am

poqket

far.. 00 16.1r~...
tape--,

4

4. Fold in the middle so that the pocket
is on the inside.

J. Put the title and your name on the
front cover. Look at the picture.

1 5 '.#

MT1-9
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WHAT THE JUARTILE RANGE IS

The median piece of data is used to describe a set of data'. See the

"How Te cards on How to Find the Median if you don't understand .

medians.

Sometimes we also need to know how wide the pieces of data in a set

spread. You can do this by finding the range of the set. The

range or spread of a set is found by subtracting the smallest piece

, of data in the set from the largest piece in the se.;
,

Often we may just want to find the range of several pieces of data

in the set. One way to do this is to find the quartile range.

The quartile range covers the half of the data around the,median.

It tells you thecrange of those pieces of data. It can be found by

first finding.the piece of data called the first quartile and

subtracting it from Ole piece of data called the third quartile.

The next card will tell you how to find the first quartile and

third quartile pieces of data.

13)
SQ4-1
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'WHAT THE FIRST AND THIRD WARTILES ARE

The median is the middle piecp of data in a set when.the pieces are
listed in order of Size

The first quartile piece is the quaeter-way piece of data. You find
the first quartile piece by first listing the pieces of data starting
with the smallest piece. Then you find the quarter-way.piece of data.
The third quartile piece is the three quarter-way piece of 'data.

Example 1: Some boys counted the number of cars which passed
through an intersection. They ,spent 5 minutes each day fdr 20
days counting pars. This set of 20 pieces'of data ihows the
number of cars which passed through the'interiectiop in 5 minutes,
each day.

9, 1, 2, 4, .8;*§,..7, '6t.4, 8, 9, 8

The median is the middle piece of data when the data is listed in
order of size. The median in this set of 20 pieces is the 10th
piece or 6 cars.

10th piece

1, 1, 2, 4, A, 4, 5 5, 6, A 6, 7, 7, 8, 8i 8, 8, 9, 9, 9
medi4n

The first,quartile is the quarter-way piece of data. In this set.
of 20 pieces of data for the first quartile piece is the 5th plece
of data, 'The first quartile or the 5th piece of data is 4 cars.,

5thspiece 10thylece
1, 1, 2, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5, 6, 6, 6, 7, 7, 8, 8, 8, 8, 9, 9, 9

first quartile median

The third quartile is the three quarter-way piece of data. In this
set of 20 pieces of data the third quarter piece is the 15th piece
of data. The third quartile or 15th piece of data is 8 cars.

5thspiece 10thspiece 15thspiece

2, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5, 6, 41., 6, 7, 7, 8, 11,'81 8, 9, 9, 9
first quartile median third quartile

SQ4-2
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Ihe first quartile is the quarter-way piece of data. In Example 1

-on Card 2 the first quartile is the 5th piece of data in the set

of 20 pieces. The first quartile piece was found by dividing the

total number of pieces in the set by 4.

total riunitset guissa = 5th piece = 1st quartile
4 4 piece

The 5th piece of data is the first quartile piece. Then the first

quartile is 4 cars.

5th piece 10th pieâe
. 1, 1, 2, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5, 6, 6, 6, 7, 7, 8, 8, 8, 8, 9, 9, 9

1st qUkrtile mOi
1
an

/1

The third quartile is the'three quarier-way piece of data. 11n

Example 1 on Card 2 the third quartile is the 15th piece of ddta.

The third quartile piece was found 6y multiplying the fixst quartile

piece by 3.

first quartile piece X 3 = 5th piece X 3 = 15th _piece = third quartile

piece

The 15th piece of data is the thi rd quartile piece. Then the third

quartile is 8 cars.

,) 5th piece 10th piece c 15th .piece
1, 1, 2, 4, 4, 4, 5, 59.6, 6, 6, 7, 7, 8, d, 8, 8, 9, 9, 9 .

4,
NI/

1st quartile median 3rd quartile

c31 SQ4-3
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Example 2: One clpss polled 14 other classes in a school to find
out how-many people in each class wanted to have a school fair.
This set of 14 pieces of data tells how many people in each class
wanted to have the.fair:

4, 7, 9, 3, 4, 17, 11, 12. 8, 10, 4, 14, 16, 8

The median is the 7th piece ofAata or 8 votes.

7th piece
3, 4, 4, 5, 7, 8, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16, 17

meRan

The first quartile piece is: 9 .3

6tal number cif_aieces in set=14 pieces=3-1/4 pieces=firit quartile piece,
4

Here the division does Ylot give a whole number. We can use the average
'of the 3rd and 4th pieces of data to find the first quartile.

4 votes-.* 5 votes = 9 votes = 4-1/2 votes = first quartile
2 2

#. .

The third'quartile piece is:

first quartile piece X 3 = 3-1/4 pieces X 3 = 9-3/4 pieces = 3rd quartile ,

piece ,

The third quartile piece is not a whole number. We can take the
average of the 9th and 10th piece?, ,of data to find the third qu'artile.

10 votes + 11 votes = 21 votes = 10-1/2 votes = third quartile
2 2

3rd & 4th 7th piece 9th & 10th

/2

3, 4, 4, 5 7, 8, 8, 9, 10 11, 12, 14, 16, 17

lr
1st quartile median 3rd quartile
"(4 1/2 votes) (10 1/2 votes)

Pi;)
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- 'On Card 2 wejound the first and third quartiles for the set of car

tallies.

5th piece 10th piece 15th piece
Is 1, 2, 4, 41 4, 5, 5, 6, 6, 6, 7, 7, 8, 8, 8, 8, 9, 9, 9

first gartile meaan third 415-artile

The first quartile is,4 cars. The third quartile is 8 cars.

The quartile range describes the half of the data around the median

This half of the data includes allythe data pieces from the first

quartile to the third quartile..

5th piece 10th giece 15th eiece
1, 1, 2, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5, 6, 6, 6, 7, 7, 8, 6, 8, 8, 9, 9, 9

first qUartile ,median third qUartile

half the data

The quartile range tells you how wide is the spread of this half

of the data around the median. You find the quartile,range by sub-

tracting the first quartile from the third quaAile.

third quartile first quartile quartile range
= 4,

8 cars 4 cars 4 cars

In this example the quartile range is 4 cars. This tells.yeu that

the spread of half the data around the median is 4 cars wide.

5th piece 10 piece 15th piece
1, 1, 2, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5, 6., 6, 64 7, 7, 8, 8, 8, 8, 9, 9, 9 ,

first qYartile medTan third qTartile

half the data

spread A. quartilp rannp m 4 cars
SQ4-5
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In Examiale 2 on Cart 4 we found the first and 1hird quartiles in

the set of.class votes.
3r&i.. 4th

12 7th piece
3, 4, 4;' 5, 7, 8, 8, 9,

median''
, first quartile

r , (4-1/2 votes)

9th + 10th

109/11, 12, .14, 16, 17
L.

third quartile
(10-1/2 votes)

WhIt i the quarttle range of4this set? The quartili range is found

by subtracting the third quartile from the first quartile. The

quartili rangi tells you how wide the half of data arounlithe median

spread.
f.third quartile - first quartile = quartile rdngd

10-1/2 votes - 4-1/2 votes = 6 votes

1.2 The quartile,range is 6 votes. This means that the spread of the

half of data around the median is 6 votes. s."

3rd & 4th
7th

9th & 10th
piece

2.
1, %4 .

3,. 4, 4, 5, 7, 8, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16

1 medTan I
. first quartile third quartile
(4-1/2 votes) (10-1/2 votes)

L----- half the data ---"

spread -.7 quartile range = F votes

You may want to keep your data in a safe place. Card 7 tells yo.0

how to make a folder for your data.

SQ4-6
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MAKING A FOUER TO HOLD DATA

You can make a folder like this:

1. Cut a piece of construction paper so that it is
6 inIes wide and 18 inches long.

2. Cut
and

3. Put
the

.1

%

*

,

another piece so that it is 12 inches
,9

18 inches long.

, o

the twOoieces together with tape. Look at . ,

picture below. t.',t,
Is,. 4' 2,

error 191 '4 '-~Warr *or*
s e 4 '4

MID

I
41,1"911

*41

I
pogke t'

,

td,

e

:Forsr
ler oroor torrotertr -

tapo--, ;?

.". 4 e,

.4

9

t,
9.

14, .

% '061. mp

4. Fold in the middle so that the pockeeis
on the inside.

5. Your name and a title for your'folder
shluld be put on the front cover like this.

#...
o

1 CA:

.L F

IS

J
.4

9,

t
S.
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4.4

Using Tally Marks

t'

4 CARD 1
1

In your experiments.you need td.coupt or tally the number of

times you see something or something happens.. If _there are

a lot of things to tally, it is hql0ful to us'etally_marks.

Tally marks, help you to count a lot of pieces of data.

Tally marks look like this:

One piece of data : I

k

Two pieces

Three pieces

['Our pieces

Five pieces

Six pieces

Seven pieces

Eight pieces

Nine pieces

Ten pieces

4.

:The fifth tally mark bundles four marks together. This bundle

helps you to see sets of five. Bundles of five marks also make

it easier to count the total number of marks you have made.

10 / SQ3-1
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Recordill Data with Tally Marks

Your data from an experiment can be recorded in ktable like

this:

Name of Pieces Tall Marks Total

Example: Number of different types of cars counted from

4
1:00 p.m. to 1:05 p.e.

RiFks Total

Chevys Iii4 0 7

Fords 2

..2.W.121Prs Ilit 10

Record your data from an experiment in'a chart using tally

marks.

_

. CARO 2 c;

You might want to keep your chart in a safe place. Card 3 tells

you how to make a folder to hold your chart.

See set of cards onNow to Make a Bar Graph Tally"to find out

how to tally directly on a graph.

SQ 3-2



CARD 3

Makin a Folder to Hold Charts of Data

You can make a folder like this.

1. Cut a piece of construction paper so that it
is 6 inches wide and 18 inches long. .

2. Cut another piece so that it is 12 inches wide
and 18 inches long.

3. Put the two pieces together with tape. Look at
the picture below.

AMVO

...paper tape--
eft or

4. Fold the middle so that the pocket is on
the inside.

5. Your name and a title for your folder
should be put on the front cover like
this.

SQ3-3
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In your experiments you collect many kinds of information. 'Each

kind of inforwation can be called a piece of data. When you

group together several pieces of data about the same thing, you

make a set of .data.

Often you may want to find a way of describing a set of data.

If this set is a group of numbers, you can use the average to

describe it. The average is a single number which describes a

set of numbers.

EmE212: You want to prove that it is hard to cross

the street at a.certain corner. You spend five minutes

each day counting the number of cars that pass the cor-

ner. Your set of data is:

Monday 16 cars

Tuesday 28 cars
Wednesday 40 cars
Thursday 32 cars
Friday 19 cars

The average of this set of data is 27 cars. The average

27 describes the set. It means that on each day aboUt

27 cars pass the corner in five minutes.

42-1
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finAinalkbAnum

To find the average of a set of data, we add up the pieces of

data and divide by the number of pieces in the set.

Average sum of pieces.of data=

number of pieces of data

Example 1: What is the average of the heights of the

children in my class?

name

John

2. Mary

3. Eleanor

4. William

5. Jane

height

60 inches

58 inches

62 inches

61,inches

59 inches

sum . 300 inches

sum of pieces of data 300,inches
The average -

humber of pieces of data 5'
= 60 inches

The average 60 inches describes this set of heights. It

means that most people in the class are about 60 inches

tall.

In this example, the average height in the set is the same

as John's 1Pight.

SQ2-2



CARD 3

4

Finding the Average

In example 1 the average was the same as one of the pieces of

data. However, it does not always turn out that way.

Example 2: What is the average number of tickets

to the class play sold by each student?

name. tickets sold

1. Jane 10

2. John 9

3. Mary 11

4 Roger 15

5. Bill 10

6. Eleanor 0

The average = 10 9 11 + 15
6

10 + - 55.= 9 1/6 tickets
6

Notice that Eleanor counts even though the number of

tickets she sold was 0.

The average number of tickets sold is 9 1/6 tickets. There

isn't any real way to sell 9 1/6 tickets, but the number

9 1/6 still gives you an idea about how many tickets were

sold by each student.

1 kW to%
.1
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CARD 4

finAin9 the Averom of your Own Data

Now you are ready to find the averoge of your own data. First,

make sure all,the pieces measur the same thing (heights,

number of heads, numbers of cars).

1. Count the number of pieces of data and write

it down after the "equals" s.4i1.

N =

2. Add up the numbers and write the sum ater

the "equals" sign.

3. Divide the number for S by that for N. The

answer is the average of your data.

Mean = S 4 N

You might want to make sure that your data is kept

in a safe place. The following card tells you how

to make a folder to hold your work.

SC) 2-4
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Making_a Folder to Hold aujatE

6

You can make a folder like this.

CARD 5

1. Cut a piece of construction paper so that it
is 6 inches wide and 18 inches long.

2. Cut another piece so that it is 12 inches wide
and 18 inches long.

3. Put the two*pieces together with tape. Look at
the picture below.

/6"1"0.1001....0...m...

I

ft3
1

ri

poqke t

.1404 er.

IIMOL...M10.~...~41.11,4"..40....
,...paper tape--

'baps. co

4. Fold in the middle so that the pocket is on
the inside.

5. Your name and a title for your folder
should be put on the front cover like
this.
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